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Film,â€• the name was given by the.

Blue Velvet introduced several common elements of Lynch's work, including distorted characters, a polarized
world, debilitating damage to the skull or brain and the dark underbelly of large cities, or in this case, small
towns Also the american gangster movies were an inspiration for the film noir. Together they radically
reworked the metaphorical figure of the city, using the crisis of the middle class rarely the workers or the poor
to expose how the dream had become nightmare. Is there such a thing as underlying feminine character
structure which always and everywhere differs from the basic character structure of the male? Bennell is a
small town doctor ,who just came home from a convention. The typical European film has about one percent
of the audience of the typical Hollywood film, and this differential has been growing What are the key
elements in a film noir? When she turned up dead and he became the prime suspect, he was aided in the case
by the mysterious Joyce Harwood Lake - the seductive ex-wife of his wife's former lover. While
psychoanalysis holds importance to the historical context of philosophy in the humanities and the arts,
psychoanalysis also provides very limited perspectives in analyzing film form Maybe it would be best to
simply state that all of the above describe some aspects of what one can call the film noir phenomenon. While
the term itself is valid, film noir as a genre is a misnomer. The themes in the film are rich and complex. The
meeting between Marlowe and Carmen is both edgy and seductive as the shot pans from the ground then
proceeds to her figure to present an overly flirty Carmen This paper seeks to analyze the gender struggles
within the film and how they are embedded at multiple dimensions of society. Exteriors were often urban
night scenes with deep shadows, wet asphalt, dark alleyways, rain-slicked or mean streets, flashing neon
lights, and low key lighting. She is very mysterious as well as coy when it comes to withholding information
from detective Marlowe. Based on these counterparts and how they are orchestrated to portray a story, gives
insight in which the audience follows along with the story and whether each counterparts contribute in a
significant way to a plot to make the film a whole. The term post-modernist, often used to refer to art and
architecture, was applied to this film. Very often, a film noir story was developed around a cynical,
hard-hearted, disillusioned male character [e. Alternative films are often divergent by their movement and
style and the way in which the director vision is understood. These gender politics are mostly based on certain
movements and fantasies that exist within society. After a betrayal or double-cross, she was frequently
destroyed as well, often at the cost of the hero's life. The Germans, who were trying to keep Laszlo in
Casablanca, unfortunately in the end Rick allows Ilsa to escape the hand of the Germans with victor therefore
leaving the audience with a broken heart. Later commentators have pointed to stylistic influences from prewar
German films, but for the critics the primary consideration was not one of style. In the story, a bounty hunter,
or blade runner, goes on a mission to search and retire Androids that escaped from their planet to establish a
new life on Earth, free from their enslavement Like anything we can take this too far where the gaze becomes
an obsession, particularly towards the female turning it into a sexual gaze. Film noir is now a more familiar
term and its use is widespread, but still there are ongoing debates concerning its status. Orson Welles and Film
Noir: Orson Welles' films have significant noir features, such as in his expressionistically-filmed Citizen Kane
, with subjective camera angles, dark shadowing and deep focus, and low-angled shots from talented
cinematographer Gregg Toland. A Western is identifiable by people on horseback in the West; a musical
involves singing and dancing; a war movie shows war. It had no currency among Hollywood filmmakers of
the forties and fifties, for the simple reason that French criticism over-all had little influence in the U. The
Maltese Falcon is an example of film noir because of the usage of camera angles, lighting and ominous
settings, as well as sinister characters as Samuel Spade, the anti-hero on a quest for meaning, who encounters
the death of his partner but does not show any signs of remorse but instead for his greed for riches Bordering
on the obsessive and fanatical these films left political and moral indelible marks on societies around the
globe, specifically, in America. It is based on the book by James Ellroy and after a very well adapted
screenplay, won nine academy awards. It became widely known for its psychologically expressive approach to
visual composition and many definitive stylistic elements. It had a world wide influence and the filmmakers of
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America sought to integrate this popular stylistic style in their own movies. Those moods were often derived
from the plots of cheap, pulp fiction crime novels. The town itself is representative of the ideal of American
society. Film Noir is a good example of this as the story is about a detective called Sam Spade who gets
dragged into the quest for the Maltese Falcon with a compulsive liar Kasper Gutman. Namely, Giuseppe De
Santis uses their juxtaposition as symbolism for the ideals of consumerism and Marxism, respectively. The
Big Lebowski is a playful, modernized, and loose form of noir film. Later, Welles' expressionistic noir and
psychological drama The Trial was an adaptation of Franz Kafka's classic novel, with Anthony Perkins as
Joseph K - a man condemned for an unnamed crime in an unknown country.


